We present an experimental study of the high-energy excitation spectra of unitary Fermi gases. Using focussed beam Bragg spectroscopy, we locally probe atoms in the central region of a harmonically trapped cloud where the density is nearly uniform, enabling measurements of the dynamic structure factor for a range of temperatures both below and above the superfluid transition. Applying sum-rules to the measured Bragg spectra, we resolve the characteristic behaviour of the universal contact parameter, C, across the superfluid transition. We also employ a recent theoretical result for the kinetic (second-moment) sum-rule to obtain the internal energy of gases at unitarity. PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh, 03.75.Ss, 05.30.Fk Inelastic scattering has revealed a great deal about the structure and properties of matter across diverse areas of physics. High-energy electron-proton scattering yielded evidence for the quark model of nucleons [1, 2] and the scattering of fast neutrons from superfluid helium provided crucial input for evaluating the condensate fraction [3, 4] . In cold-atom experiments, inelastic two-photon Bragg spectroscopy has been used to determine the coherence length of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [5] , map the Bogoliubov spectrum for weakly interacting BECs [6] and show behaviours beyond Bogoliubov theory in strongly interacting Bose gases [7, 8] . In Fermi gases Bragg scattering enabled measurements of the momentum distribution in the non-interacting limit [9] , as well as, both the density [10] and spin [11] response functions of strongly interacting gases near a Feshbach resonance. At high momentum, the dynamic and static structure factors display universal features [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] that have been studied in harmonically trapped (inhomogeneous) Fermi gases [11, 18, 19] . Central to these universal results is the contact parameter, C, which defines the probability of finding two interacting atoms with very small separation [20] .
Inelastic scattering has revealed a great deal about the structure and properties of matter across diverse areas of physics. High-energy electron-proton scattering yielded evidence for the quark model of nucleons [1, 2] and the scattering of fast neutrons from superfluid helium provided crucial input for evaluating the condensate fraction [3, 4] . In cold-atom experiments, inelastic two-photon Bragg spectroscopy has been used to determine the coherence length of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [5] , map the Bogoliubov spectrum for weakly interacting BECs [6] and show behaviours beyond Bogoliubov theory in strongly interacting Bose gases [7, 8] . In Fermi gases Bragg scattering enabled measurements of the momentum distribution in the non-interacting limit [9] , as well as, both the density [10] and spin [11] response functions of strongly interacting gases near a Feshbach resonance. At high momentum, the dynamic and static structure factors display universal features [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] that have been studied in harmonically trapped (inhomogeneous) Fermi gases [11, 18, 19] . Central to these universal results is the contact parameter, C, which defines the probability of finding two interacting atoms with very small separation [20] .
Various theoretical studies of the contact in a homogeneous unitary Fermi gas have yielded dramatically different predictions, particularly around the superfluid transition temperature T c [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Previous attempts to measure this experimentally have either been density-averaged [19, [27] [28] [29] [30] , or, probed the contact locally [31] [32] [33] , but to date these have not clearly revealed how the contact evolves across the superfluid transition. Recent progress in the production of homogeneous Bose [34] and Fermi gases [35] provides a promising avenue for studies of critical phenomena [36] in quantum gases. Densityresolved measurements can also yield local properties, which can be mapped onto an equivalent homogeneous system, provided they satisfy the local density approximation [37] [38] [39] [40] .
In this letter, we present measurements of the temperature dependence of the contact in a unitary Fermi gas that reveal the characteristic evolution across T c . Our measurements are based on Bragg spectroscopy, using two tightlyfocussed laser beams that intersect in the center of a harmonically trapped Fermi gas, where the density is near-uniform [41] . Bragg spectroscopy yields the dynamic structure factor S(k, ω) where k and ω are the respective momentum and energy imparted by the two-photon Bragg transition. In an isotropic system S(k, ω) ≡ S(k, ω), where k = |k|. By employing sum-rules for the dynamic structure factor we determine the static structure factor S(k) and contact [13, 18] . Empirically, the high-frequency behaviour of S(k, ω) is seen to decay approximately as (ω − ω r ) −7/2 , where ω r = 2 k 2 /(2m) ≡ ǫ r is the single-particle recoil energy, for modest values of ω ( 2ω r ). The amplitude of this tail approaches the universal limit based on the contact [12] . We also investigate a recent prediction for the kinetic sum-rule to obtain the internal energy of gases at unitarity [16] .
Our experiments begin with evaporatively cooled clouds of 6 Li atoms in a balanced mixture of the lowest two hyperfine states |F = 1/2, m F = ±1/2 containing between N/2 = (3 − 10) × 10 5 atoms per spin state. Clouds are confined in a hybrid optical-magnetic trap with harmonic trapping frequencies of (ω x , ω y , ω z )/(2π) = (70, 55, 24.5) Hz [41] . An external magnetic field is tuned to 832.2 G where the swave scattering length diverges (a → ∞) and elastic collisions reach the unitarity limit [42] . The cloud temperature and size is controlled by varying the end point of the evaporation. Bragg scattering is achieved by focussing two laser beams to a 15 µm 1/e 2 radius, which intersect at an angle of 71.6
• (ω r /(2π) = 101.3 ± 0.3 kHz) in the center of a trapped cloud, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Our scheme for addressing atoms in the central, near-homogenous portion of the cloud is similar to the approach used in previous studies of Fermi gases to measure the critical velocity [43] and to map the low-lying excitations at small k [41] . We define the mean densityn in the Bragg volume as,
where Ω Br (r) is the spatially-dependent Rabi frequency of the two-photon Bragg transition (which we determine from the intensity profiles of the two focussed Bragg laser beams) and n(r) is the three-dimensional atom density obtained by an inverse Abel transform [44] . In the experiments presented heren is typically ∼ 0.95n 0 , where n 0 is the peak density of the cloud in the trap center. The mean density sets the relevant momentum and energy scales via the Fermi wavevector, k F = (3π 2n ) 1/3 , and Fermi energy The Bragg lasers are detuned approximately 1 THz above the frequency of the nearest atomic transition to probe the density-density response [11] while avoiding spontaneous emission. A 100 µs Bragg pulse is applied to the trapped cloud, then the trap is turned off and the cloud left to expand for 1 ms before taking an absorption image, Fig. 1(b) . From these images, the center of mass of the central part of the cloud X c can be determined, by integrating the light blue shaded region over z and evaluating the first moment. The centers of mass of the two wing regions (X w , shaded light yellow) are found in the same way, averaged and subtracted from X c to give the resultant centre of mass displacement, ∆X. To identify the regions to be used for evaluating X c and X w we subtract images obtained using ω = 0 from those obtained at non-zero ω as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Performing the measurement in this way eliminates sensitivity to shot-to-shot fluctuations in the cloud position as both the signal X c and reference X w are obtained from a single image. This sequence is repeated as the Bragg frequency, ω = ω a − ω b , is varied between ± 2π × (0 − 260) kHz to obtain a Bragg spectrum. Both positive and negative Bragg frequencies are used and averaged to improve signal-to-noise.
We have measured a series of Bragg spectra for clouds at unitarity for temperatures between 0.07 ≤ T /T F ≤ 1.1. Within linear response the rate at which momentum is imparted to the cloud is given by the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility
where χ(k, ω) is the Fourier transform of the retarded densitydensity correlation function χ(r − r , 46] . This is related to the dynamic structure factor via the detailed balance relation,
At high momentum and temperatures satisfying k B T ≪ ω only the first term on the right of Eq. (3) contributes, since high-k states (≫ k F ), relevant for the second term, will be unpopulated. Our measurements thus probe the dynamic structure factor directly. The high-frequency tails of the spectra in (a) multiplied by |ω − ωr| −7/2 . Solid lines are fits to the tails (filled data points) and dash-dotted lines indicate the predicted tail, Eq. 4, according to the measured contact (displayed in Fig. 3) . Dotted lines show a modified fit to the tail, Eq. (8), that enforces the expected ω → ∞ behavior, as described in the text.
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A selection of Bragg spectra are shown in Fig. 2(a) for temperatures below and above the superfluid transition, T c ≈ 0.17 T F [39] . As with measurements on trapped gases, the coldest spectra are dominated by a peak at half the atomic recoil frequency corresponding to the scattering of pairs from the condensate [17, 40] . Above T c the sharp feature corresponding to pair scattering disappears and the spectral weight shifts to higher frequencies, approaching ω r .
In the limit k → ∞, a universal expression for dynamic structure factor can be found using the operator product expansion (OPE) [12, 14, 16, 47] . At high frequencies S(k, ω) scales with ω −7/2 according to,
Eq. (4) is also valid at lower k [14, 48] provided the OPE scaling variable Z = (ω/ω r −1) satisfies Z ≫ 1 [16] . We find empirically that the high frequency tails of our Bragg spectra are well described by a Z −7/2 dependence, both below and above T c , as can be seen in Fig. 2(b) . For frequencies ω > 1.5 ω r , we fit the amplitude of the Z −7/2 tail, shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2(b) . At the lowest temperatures, the fitted amplitudes, a (ex.) , generally lie below the values derived from the measured contact (see below), Eq. (4), a (C) ≡
16
√ 2 45π 2 C nk , dash-dotted lines in Fig 2(b) . Nonetheless, this approximate Z −7/2 dependence suggests universal short-range correlations begin to appear in this energy range.
Energy-weighted moments of the dynamic structure factor,
provide additional constraints on the bulk properties of the gas through sum-rules [45] . We utilize the zeroth, first and second moments, that define the static structure factor, f -sum rule and kinetic sum rule, respectively. For frequencies higher than 2.5 ω r the Bragg response falls below our measurement sensitivity, however, for higher order moments (i ≥ 1) the tail can carry significant weight. To include this, we assume S(k, ω) = a (ex.) /Z 7/2 for 2ω r < ω < ∞ in Eq. (5). The f -sum rule, m 1 = nǫ r , valid for all k [45, 49] , allows a convenient normalisation of the Bragg spectra yielding the dynamic structure factor in units of nǫ r , as in Fig. 2(a) [18] . In the large-k limit, the static structure factor can be used to determine the contact [13, 16] ,
Using the ratio of the moments, we obtain the dimensionless contact, C/(nk F ) = 4 k kF (ǫ r m0 m1 − 1), for all of our Bragg spectra, as shown in Fig. 3 (blue circles) . Also plotted are various theoretical calculations using a t-matrix approach [21] , self-consistent Luttinger-Ward theory [22] , Gaussian pairfluctuation theory (GPF) [23] , quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [24, 25] and bold-diagrammatic Monte Carlo (BDMC) [26] . Also shown are previous experimental measurements [31] [32] [33] of the homogeneous contact. Our data show a clear trend; in the superfluid phase, the dimensionless contact density C/(nk F ) starts off near 3 at low T and then drops abruptly to around 2.5 near the critical temperature. Above T c the contact appears to be relatively stable, decreasing slowly up to T /T F ≈ 1. The error bars on our data are dominated by systematic uncertainties in the determination of the density (based on the inverse Abel transform [44] ). As such, we expect the qualitative shape of this curve to be robust and relatively insensitive to these systematics. Our results are in reasonable agreement with previous measurements [31] [32] [33] and have a similar shape to the Luttinger-Ward calculation [22] . At high temperature, our data approach the virial expansion result (solid dark blue line) [23] , albeit with a relatively large error bar. Rf [32] Virial [23] L-W [22] t-matrix [21] GPF [23] QMC [25] BDMC [26] QMC [24] Imp [33] FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the contact parameter C/(nkF ) in a Fermi gas at unitarity. Blue filled circles are our experimental data, the orange square is obtained from the pressure equation of state (EoS) [31] , grey stars are previous rf spectroscopy measurements [32] and the light green circle is obtained from the inelastic loss-rate due to impurity scattering (Imp) [33] . Also shown are various theoretical calculations [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] (see text for details).
At unitarity, a high-k result for the kinetic sum rule was recently derived in terms of the energy density, E ≡ E/V , where E is the internal energy and V is the volume [16] ,
Rearranging Eq. (7) gives E/E 0 = , where E 0 = 3 5 nE F is the energy density of an ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature. In Fig. 4 we plot E/E 0 (blue circles) along with a previous measurement based on the thermodynamic equation of state (dark grey line) [39] . The error bars are quite large here, due to the uncertainty in the fitted tail amplitude, a (ex.) , which now provides a much larger contribution due to the increased weight of the high frequency points in m 2 , combined with the uncertainty in the density.
At a qualitative level, the data in Fig. 4 show the expected shape, however, at low temperatures our data points lie systematically below the thermodynamic measurement and suggest an unphysical value for the Bertsch parameter ξ, which has been found to be ξ ≈ 0.37 [39] . For hotter clouds, our data show better agreement with previous work. The origin of the discrepancy can be traced directly to the amplitude of the fitted Z −7/2 tails of the Bragg spectra, Fig. 2(b) . Comparing a (ex.) with a (C) in Tab. 1, we see that a (ex.) is nearly a factor of two below a (C) for the lowest temperatures, but approaches a (C) at higher T .
As an alternate approach, we can fit the tail with a function that forces S(k, ω) to reach the expected limit as ω → ∞, sum-rule as function of the temperature. Points are the experimental data based on m2/m1 where the tail amplitude is set by a (ex.) (blue circles) and for the case where the tail is extrapolated to the ω → ∞ limit based on the measured contact (green stars). Grey solid line is the energy obtained from thermodynamic equation of state [39] .
given by Eq. (4). If we assume the tail follows
which includes a higher order dependence on ω −1 (the next contributing order at lower k [16] ) and ensures S(k, ω → ∞) → a (C) (ω/ω r ) −7/2 , we can fit the parameter b and reevaluate the moments in a self-consistent way such that the contact and a (C) are set by the new ratio m 0 /m 1 . While the quality of the fit of Eq. (8), dotted lines in Fig. 2(b) , is essentially equivalent the Z −7/2 fit (the sum of the squared residuals differ by ∼ 5 %), this new form for the tail leads to more realistic values of the energy. Green stars in Fig. 4 show the normalised energy density found using Eq. (7) with this new tail. The fitted b coefficients are in the range 0.2 -1.0 (Tab. 1) and tend to be larger at lower temperatures. The data now show much better agreement with the thermodynamic measurement [39] , highlighting the sensitivity of m 2 to the highfrequency tail. In contrast, the contact, being set by m 0 , has only a weak dependence on the precise form of the tail and changes by less than 2 % for the two different fit functions, so we do not re-plot this in Fig. 3 .
In summary, we have measured the temperature dependence of the universal contact parameter in a nearhomogeneous Fermi gas. Our data show that the contact decreases by approximately 15% in the temperature range 0.1 T /T F 0.17. These results establish qualitative and quantitative benchmarks for theories of many-body Fermi systems at finite temperature. We have also checked a recent result for the kinetic sum-rule and found that it can be used to obtain the internal energy, provided the tail of the dynamic structure factor is known out to the asymptotic limit.
